Prices Web Design
The following prices are mostly estimates, unless noted otherwise. After years of experience in this
business, I can confidently say that with most projects it is impossible to give a firm price without
knowing the client's specific requirements. The prices have been published for your convenience, so
you may know what price range to expect. I am looking forward to hearing from you personally, so we
may discuss your specific project and I'll give you a firm quote based on your requirements.

Web Design on Budget
Design of the homepage and one internal page + XHTML/CSS coding of the homepage and 5 internal pages,
based on the design. Three initial designs and unlimited revisions on selected design - until you are happy!
Tableless layout, standard compliant, cross-browser compatible, valid XHTML/CSS code.

€ 750,-

SITE DESIGN
incl. Layout, Design and Navigation

The site is what is visible on every page of a website. It includes the design, layout and the site navigation, which
are all consistent throughout the site. Please note that the below offers don't apply for full Flash web sites. Such
can only be priced on an individual basis.

Light Website

The most affordable solution to get a neat web site. Text links navigation, can be enhanced graphically (buttons
menu), but no hover effects.

€ 550,Medium Website

Fairly complex website, either because of the navigation menu or the graphic complexity or a more unusual
website layout. Navigation can be JavaScript or simple Flash, hover and press effects, additionally to text links
(for search engines).

€ 950,-

www.dapino.nl/services.html

Enhanced Website

This is where we get really creative.. Navigation can be Flash, JavaScript, DHTML.

€ 1150,Freelance Design per hour

€ 55,PAGE DESIGN
Individual Page Creation

The page prices are based on the assumption that you want to have individually designed pages, which is mostly
the case. Large websites (50+ pages), or sites that have generically created pages are priced differently.

Light Page Design

Light graphics (page header, small graphic enhancements), simple text layout.

€ 75,Medium Page Design

Medium graphics, a classic page can have a more complex arrangement and/or text layout.

€ 105,Enhanced Page Design

Either advanced graphics or Flash accents, advanced text layouts & arrangements.

€ 135,FREELANCE DESIGN PER HOUR

€ 55,-

www.dapino.nl/services.html

